and IQ E peptides, using spectrafluorometry of dansylthat for the IQ domain alone, suggesting that KKI/3A and WKR/3A mutations selectively blunt the contribution of CaM, with 5 mM CaCl 2 in the reaction buffer ( Figure 2C (Table 1) . A single substitution of glutamate CaM and ␣ 1C (Table 1) .
With this refinement, we turned to quantitative analyfor isoleucine yielded similar effects ( (Selvin, 1995) . This process was repeated for many slices, all differences in FR eq were not secondary to trivial variations in expression ( Figure 3C, right) . Moreover, binding taken roughly perpendicular to the plasma membrane. For example, a total of 286 slices (Figure 3A) , each yieldmodel analysis fully confirmed a radical drop in apoCaM affinity for the mutant channels, as follows. We mapped ing an individual E EFF determinant, were collected and (Zuhlke et al., 2000) . The loss of CDI associated 
